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Fight for place.
“A land full of places that are not worth caring about will soon be a nation and a way of life that is not worth defending.”

JAMES HOWARD KUNSTLER
Third THURSDAYS
Local Art, Food, Design, Fashion, Health & More!

For a map & neighborhood directory, visit Shop-Midtown.com

AVALON INTERNATIONAL BREADS
Buy French Bread at Avalon! Love like the French, bring your punch to your favorite spot! Join Cactus & Pigs in the “Pancake Party” with comics at Upstairs. Garlitz & Bigger Deep. Bear Tracks & Doggie Fashion show. And as always, yummy food for humans, too!

BUREAU OF URBAN LIVING
Introducing new handmade posters and city propaganda from Detroit Loves! Meet Phillip Fanari and check out Handicrafts of newness, love & more.

CITY BIRD
Book release party for “Last Dinosaur: Stories Behind the Motor City’s Majestic Rails” Get your copy signed by author Dan Aykroyd and photographers Sean O’Keefe.

CITY LIVING DETROIT
Step by Midtown’s newest art and estate businesses between 5-9pm, located in Willis Overlook Lofts.

CURL UP & DYE
Visit us and make an appointment during the event and get 10% off. Buy two products, get a third (of equal or lesser value) for 50% off. Or, purchase a $30 gift certificate and get a $10 gift certificate free.

FLO BOUTIQUE
Shop and wear something from Flo and receive 10% off your purchase during the event.

GOODWELLS NATURAL FOOD MARKET
Step by for the first annual biomonent sale to receive discounts on organic food & more.

REVView CONTEMPORARY
Dramatic openings at ReView’s new art gallery on place inside, check out Gidi Ta’ts solo exhibit “Accepting Accidents” and Tadashi Kawamura’s installation, “Opus: Java: Slideshow.” Plus, a special sale of prints, t-shirts, ceramics & more.

SOURCE BOOKSELLERS
Interesting books are all! Prime starting at $2 for previously read books, coffee table books for $10. Cash only, no checks.

TASTED BY NEWPORT
Free tasting Five-Element Upping Meditation led by Thai massageomas Jason Slackman. Starting at 7:30pm.

TRAFFIC JAM & SNUG
Dine between 5-9pm and enjoy 10% off your entire bill.

For a map & neighborhood directory, visit Shop-Midtown.com

SEP 16
5-9 PM
Midtown DETROIT
Canfield W
Willis W

5-9 PM
Dreaming of starting a business in Detroit?

Join the revolution.
Detroit Declaration

PREAMBLE

We are a group of people who are committed to creating a new model of urban development and democratic governance. We believe in the power of grassroots organizing to build a just and equitable future for all. We are united in our belief that the fate of Detroit is inextricably linked to the fate of the nation and the world. Our goal is to create a city where everyone has a voice and a stake in the future.

PRINCIPLES

- Community control over land and resources
- Economic development that benefits everyone
- Environmental sustainability
- Social justice and equity
- Transparency and accountability

We believe that Detroit can be a model for the world, where democracy and collective action are redefined.

Sign the pledge at DetroitDeclaration.com.
Features

Tasty trends: Digging into what's next in Detroit food and drink

NOELLE LOTHAMER
TUESDAY, JANUARY 22, 2013

Some awesome eating and drinking destinations opened in 2012 with many more lined up for the months ahead. Noelle Lothamer plans to keep us in the loop as new kitchens and bars start serving. Bon appetit, everyone.

We declare it: 2013 in Detroit year of civic engagement

BRADFORD FROST

Development News

- Source Booksellers now open in the Auburn Building
- CrossFit BMW offers intense training for professional athletes and students alike
- M-1 Rail is going to happen this summer, bet on it
- Downtown Hamtramck makes National Register of Historic Places

VIEW ALL DEVELOPMENT NEWS

SPONSORED BY:
Hello Detroit!

This summer we’re excited to launch a new pilot project called **On The Ground** to bring you more stories of neighborhood innovation & transformation.

We begin in **Osborn** in NE Detroit. Follow along at modeldmedia.com!

When we’re not out & about, you might find us at the **Matrix Center** at McNichols & Gratiot.

Stop by to say hello!
- Model D

@MODELDMEDIA #ONTHEGROUND #OSBORN
www.modeldmedia.com
THE NEXT BIG THING
IS A MILLION LITTLE THINGS.

A CELEBRATION OF WHAT’S NEXT FOR DETROIT
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21, 2011
DAVID WHITNEY BUILDING, 1553 WOODWARD, 8:00 PM

HATCH-OFF!
CAST YOUR VOTE FOR THE BEST NEW RETAIL IDEA AS THE FINAL FOUR CONTESTANTS
VIE FOR $50,000+ FROM HATCH DETROIT

EXPOSITION!
DISCOVER DOZENS OF CREATIVE PROJECTS
TRANSFORMING OUR CITY THROUGH ART,
ENTREPRENEURSHIP & SOCIAL INNOVATION

FOOD! MUSIC! ART!
SUNSET BAR & GRILL / PULSE / PIONEERS GROOVE / DETROIT
INSTITUTE OF BEARDS / MACLEAN'S PICKLES / LUCKY'S CUSTARD AND PEPE
PETE'S CHOCOLATES / FUTURO JAZZ & KATIE / HAPPIE FRANKS / ONE DOLLAR
RPG / HANNAh DRAG / ZAZZU / ATOMIC / MOTOR CITY MAKERS
HYDROGEN BOSS LEAGUE / BOOZE NAA / STREET CULTURE NASH

$25 IN ADVANCE, $35 AT THE DOOR | TICKETS AVAILABLE ONLINE AT WWW.MODELDMEDIA.COM

CURATED BY DETROIT SOUP

www.hatchdetroit.com
Thanks to the Hatch Event Corporate Sponsors

MODEL D PRESENTS

--END--
What does Detroit innovation look like?

From Corktown to Blighttown, Brightmoor to Osborn, urban innovators are testing out ideas, finding creative solutions, and going above & beyond to improve their communities.

Nevermind what they call themselves – artists, activists, educators or entrepreneurs – they are moving Detroit forward – one building, one block, one project at a time.

These are the faces of urban innovation.
Read their stories & join the movement at UXDetroit.com.
IDEALAB
URBAN INNOVATION EXCHANGE

IDEAS FOR DETROIT’S FUTURE
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN / ROSS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6, 2013 / 2-4 PM

Knight Foundation
r&b MICHIGAN modelD
“Presume that people want to be engaged. That is part of what it means to be human. We care about the things that affect our lives.”

MARTHA MccOY
Everyday Democracy
“Every city's revitalized area looks the same. Welcome to the homogeneity of urbanism, dear.”

TUNDE WEY
Power to the people.